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President’s Report – Dr Jan Coles
Dear Members,

The last month has been a very concerning one for
 me as VMWS President. While engaged in teaching I 
was unexpectedly approached by a group of young 
medical women seeking advice on harassment within 
their medical course.  A senior woman had advised 
them to approach me to seek support. 

Several days later I read a newspaper report of a complaint by a surgical 
trainee to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT). The 
VCAT awarded $100,000 compensation to a female surgical registrar in 
recognition of substantial damages after she was sexually harassed by a 
surgeon at one of Melbourne’s leading teaching hospitals. Her lawyer 
reported that during the case she had “endured a vigorous attempt to 
thoroughly denigrate her character and competence”.

Hospitals, Universities and specialist training Colleges have policies to 
protect staff and students from bullying, harassment and other forms of 
work-related violence. These policies identify these behaviours as 
unacceptable and provide a transparent process for making and hearing 
complaints. 

The two cases above demonstrate the gap between institutional policy and 
practice in the learning or work environment. In both cases the person 
making the complaint was blamed. In the first case this blame was subtle -
the students were advised “to seek support” when it was the teacher who had 
behaved inappropriately who needed support by the University to make 
behavioural changes. In the second case the reported denigration of the 
surgical trainee was systematic. Responses that like these which shame and 
silence the victim have a long history in family, sexual and occupational 
violence. 

A recent MJA article by Professor Rob Moodie titled “How We Treat Each 
Other” commented upon the harassment endemic within the medical 
profession and the negative effects these behaviours have upon both the 
profession and our society at large. (1) In 2003, Professor John Murtagh and 
Brian McAvoy raised similar issues in “Workplace Bullying: The Silent 
Epidemic”. (2) Claire Mayhew and Duncan Chappell talk of Chief Executive 
Officers of institutions demonstrating a commitment to a zero tolerance of 
workplace violence, encouraging cultural change and demonstrating 
enhanced concern for their workers (and students). (3)

It is time for cultural change and I propose that VMWS furthers debate in 
this area. A Draft Position Statement on Occupational Violence has been 
developed (See Page 2) and I would like to hear your opinion. Please email 
your comments to vic@afmw.org.au.
Let’s make change happen!

1. Moodie R. The way we treat each other. Medical Journal of Australia 2008;188(8):477-480.
2. McAvoy B, Murtagh J. Workplace bullying: The silent epidemic British Medical Journal

2003;326(12th April):776-777.
3. Mayhew C, Chappell D. Violence in the workplace. Medical Journal of Australia

2005;183(7):346-347.
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2008 VMWS Event Calendar
11 June, Wednesday – Financial Information Evening for Medical Women 

An informative evening presented by Caroline Poon and Jo Dawson on behalf of Medical and 
Dental Accounting. Come along to find out more about the importance of Asset Protection, Family 

Trusts, Managing your Mortgage and the basics of Personal Insurance 

16 July, Wednesday – Lyceum Luncheon
Held in the grand Lyceum Club, this annual event allows a break from the winter hustle and bustle. 

A chance to catch up with old friends and meet some new ones too!

6 August, Wednesday – SED Consulting Practice Management Evening
Lisa Phelps and Vicki Hayward will share their practice management expertise and insight 

September – Women Doctors, Lawyers and Barristers evening 
This annual event is an opportunity to network and share stories with our professional colleagues.

17-19 October – MWIA Western Pacific Congress
Join with medical women from around the Western Pacific to be inspired, amazed and invigorated 

by this exciting Regional Congress. This event will include the VMWS Annual General Meeting. Visit 
www.tourhosts.com.au/afmw2008 for more details.

Draft VMWS Position Statement on Occupational Violence

Bullying, intimidation, physical abuse, sexual harassment and sexual assault are unacceptable 
behaviours.  Working and learning environments must be safe from these behaviours. 

It is particularly important that those in powerful positions—tutors, teachers, consultants and 
supervisors—behave in an exemplary fashion modelling appropriate behaviours for their 
colleagues, medical students and trainees.  

Processes must be in place for complaints to be heard and dealt with in a timely, fair and 
independent manner, without risk to the whistleblower’s character, studies or employment.  

The VMWS supports the development of clear and transparent guidelines and processes for the 
reporting of bullying, intimidation, physical abuse, sexual harassment and sexual assault by all 
institutions that train medical students and doctors. 

The VMWS supports the development and implementation of in-service education on professional 
boundaries and workplace legislation governing inappropriate behaviours for all staff who teach or 
supervise students and trainees.

The VMWS supports the appointment of an independent panel that will review all complaints in an 
independent, thorough and timely manner.
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Move over - I need 
more space!

PAEDIATRICS IN THE CITY OF 
ETERNAL SPRING

Medical Student Elective in Kunming, 
China January 2008

Nestled by mountain ranges in the South-Western 
corner of China, itself at an altitude of almost 2,000 
metres above sea level, is Kunming, the capital of 
Yunnan province. With a population of just under 6 
million, it is the 16th largest city in China, and has a 
year-round temperate climate that has earned it the 
nickname ‘City of Eternal Spring’. 

At the beginning of this year, I (along with two 
fellow students from the University of Melbourne) 
undertook my medical elective at the Kunming 
Medical College (KMC) and two of its affiliated 
hospitals - large, busy teaching hospitals offering all 
major medical and surgical subspecialties, and it was 
a real eye-opening experience to see how paediatrics 
was practised in an environment that was both 
surprisingly similar, and extraordinarily different, to 
teaching hospitals in Australia.

The first week of my rotation was spent in Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit (NICU). I was directed to change 
into one of the blue student gowns hanging on the 
door and told to wash my hands at the basin with the 
half-used bar of soap. ‘Our director is very dedicated 
to preventing disease,’ I was told. ‘She always 
washes her hands when she comes in.’ The director 
is dedicated; she is young, knowledgeable and 
speaks fluent French, and genuinely cares about her 
patients and their families. In this way, she is, 
perhaps, representative of China’s new generation of 
leaders. 

The babies are cute 
(especially two unrelated 
neonates sharing one cot 
from lack of space); 
mostly they lie in open 
cots, some under 
radiators, with few closed 
incubators that are more 
commonplace in 
Australia. There are few 
very premature neonates 
here – most parents can’t 
afford the 30000 RMB 
(~$5000) bill of one 
month’s stay in NICU, 

and the logic arising from the one child policy is that 
it’s better to ‘just try again’ than to spend your life 
savings on a baby with an at best uncertain 

prognosis. Conspicuously, there were no parents in 
NICU – they were only allowed to come on Monday 
and Friday afternoons, to briefly meet the doctor and 
find out about their baby’s progress. The queues 
outside NICU on those afternoons were enormous!

Aside from NICU, I also spent some time with the 
haematology unit. It was interesting to see a host of 
signs that would be rare occurrences in Melbourne –
petechiae, purpura, enlarged spleens – and watch a 
number of bone marrow biopsies. The Chinese 
doctors were incredulous that in Australia these 
would be done under general anaesthesia; for them, 
that would be much too expensive and unaffordable 
for the patients’ families. Sadly, there were also 
many cases of children with leukaemia, taken home 
by their parents who were not able to afford 
hospitalisation or chemotherapy for a potentially 
curable disease.

Indeed, in a large hospital like this, despite issues of 
hygiene and crowding, it seemed to me that 
affordability, not technology or medical knowledge, 
was the barrier to ordinary people accessing good 
health care. The staffs were dedicated, caring and 
knowledgeable, and most facilities and therapies 
were available; but in a country of 1.3 billion people, 
who foots the bill? This is not a question with a 
simple answer. 

My elective in Kunming was an enriching and 
enlightening experience; one that has helped me to 
gain a broader insight into the factors behind health 
inequalities between countries; as well as to
appreciate how, despite all the flaws of our medical 
system, we are so fortunate – extraordinarily 
fortunate by the world’s standards – to live in a 
country where necessary medical treatment is 
provided for all citizens.

By Sally Zhao
6th year medical student, University of Melbourne
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MARVELLOUS MEDICAL 
WOMEN PROJECT UPDATE

In 2008 VMWS commenced a research project that 
aims to explore and record the experiences of 
medical women who graduated in 1930-1970. We 
wish to honour the medical women who have 
travelled before us and collect their stories so that 
we, and future generations, have a record of the 
achievements and experiences that are so often lost 
with the passage of time. 

VMWS seeks your help in this endeavour. Do you 
have a biography or photograph of a medical woman 
that you could share with us? With would love to 
have your permission to add these to our archives 
and display them on our website. We are able to 
create digital versions of hard copy photographs with 
a scanner so you will not have to part permanently 
with the original.

Our first round of interviewer training has been 
undertaken and in the next few months our first 
interviews will be undertaken. If you are interested in 
helping with or learning more about this project 
please contact Jan Coles (8575 2226 or 
jan.coles@med.monash.edu.au) or Jill Tomlinson 
(0421701828 or jilliantomlinson@hotmail.com).

MARVELLOUS MEDICAL 
WOMEN 

Nancy Lewis, Ophthalmologist
28 August 1913 – 27 March 2002

Nancy Lewis, MBBS, MD, DO, FRACS, 
FRANZCO, FRCOphth(UK), daughter of Mabel 
Fincham and Reginald Lewis, was born on 28 
August 1913 in Malvern and died in East Melbourne 
on 27 March 2002. In between, she practised as an 
ophthalmologist in Melbourne for almost 60 years.

Nancy Lewis graduated in medicine from the 
University of Melbourne in 1935, and after being a 
resident medical officer at the Royal Children’s 
Hospital (RCH), the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear 
Hospital (RVEEH) and the Royal Women’s 
Hospital, was medical superintendent of the RVEEH 
in 1940-41 and then decided to pursue a career in 
ophthalmology. She was appointed to the Royal 
Children’s Hospital in 1942, and remained associated 
with it until 1986.

Her major contribution to ophthalmology was the 
founding of the Eye Clinic at the RCH. Children had 

previously been referred to the RVEEH for 
treatment, and the RCH had no appropriate 
equipment or facilities. Dr Lewis was able to obtain 
both, and she remained in charge of the Eye Clinic 
until 1963. She continued as Honorary Consultant 
Ophthalmologist until 1986.

Nancy Lewis was also a sportswomen of note. In her 
last year of school at Toorak College in 1929 she 
won the Schoolgirls’ Singles (Ashphalt) Tennis 
Championship of Victoria. She won the Melbourne 
University Tennis Club Singles Championship in 
1930 and 1931, and the Australian Girls Under 21 
Singles Championship in 1932 and in 1933.

Her work in the public hospital system was matched 
with private practice in Collins St and later in East 
Melbourne. She was very determined and ethical in 
her practice of medicine and had great concern for 
her patients’ welfare. She practised holistic 
medicine, and would spend considerable time talking 
with them, not only about their conditions but also 
about their families and other important aspects of 
their lives. She was loved and greatly respected by 
her patients.

She mixed family and professional life at a time 
when limited numbers of women were able to do so. 
In 1951 she married John Vickery Brooks (an 
electrical engineer and the son of a former Director 
of Education of Tasmania). They had many very 
happy years together, living in Armadale throughout 
their 32 years of marriage until his death in 1983. 
They had one daughter, Anne Marie Vickery Brooks, 
and Nancy Lewis worked with characteristic energy 
and determination to help her in her academic, 
sporting and musical pursuits.

Although Nancy Lewis did not want her daughter to 
follow her into medicine, she accepted Anne’s 
choice when it was made and did what she could to 
help. Anne joined her in the practice of 
ophthalmology in 1985, eventually taking over the 
practice.

She was devoted to her two grand-daughters and 
worked hard to assist with looking after them.

Nancy showed extreme determination and courage 
over the last four and one-half years since her illness 
was diagnosed, to lead as full and busy a life as 
possible. Just five weeks before her death she was 
entertaining, travelling around Melbourne by tram
and planning things for the grand-daughters.

Her life was characterised by compassion, loving and 
forgiving, and all who encountered her are fortunate 
to have experienced her rich and full life and to 
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benefit so much from her professional and personal 
works.

She summed-up her own experience with the words: 
“I had a wonderful life and enjoyed every minute of 
it”. She is survived by her daughter Anne, son-in-law 
Murray Frazer, and grand-daughters Elita and 
Georgina.

By Anne Brooks

11 TIPS ON GETTING MORE 
EFFICIENCY OUT OF WOMEN 

EMPLOYEES 
The following is an excerpt from the July 1943 issue 
of Transportation Magazine. It was written for male 

supervisors of women in the work force during 
World War II.

There’s no longer any question whether transit 
companies should hire women for jobs formerly held 
by men. The draft and manpower shortage has settled 
that point. The important things now are to select the 
most efficient women available and how to use them 
to the best advantage. Here are eleven helpful tips on 
the subject from Western Properties.

1. Pick young married women. They usually 
have more of a sense of responsibility than their 
unmarried sisters, they’re less likely to be flirtatious, 
they need the work or they wouldn’t be doing it, they 
still have the pep and interest to work hard and to 
deal with the public efficiently.

2. When you have to use 
older women, try to get ones who 
have worked outside the home at 
some time in their lives. Older 
women who have never contacted 
the public have a hard time 
adapting themselves and are 
inclined to be cantankerous and 
fussy. It’s always well to impress upon older women 
the importance of friendliness and courtesy.

3. General experience indicates that “husky” 
girls – those who are just a little on the heavy side –
are more even tempered and efficient than their 
underweight sisters.

4. Retain a physician to give each woman you 
hire a special physical examination – one covering 
female conditions. This step not only protects the 
property against the possibilities of lawsuit, but 
reveals whether the employee-to-be has any female 
weaknesses which would make her mentally or 
physically unfit for the job.

5. Stress at the outset the importance of time -
the fact that a minute or two lost here or there makes 
serious inroads on schedules. Until this point is 
gotten across, service is likely to be slowed up. 

6. Give the female employees a definite day-
long schedule of duties so that they’ll keep busy 
without bothering the management for instructions 
every few minutes. Numerous properties say that 
women make excellent workers when they have their 
jobs cut out for them, but that they lack initiative in 
finding work themselves.

7. Whenever possible, let the inside employee 
change from one job to another at some time during 
the day. Women are inclined to be less nervous and 
happier with change.

8. Give every girl an adequate number of rest 
periods during the day. You have to make some 
allowances for feminine psychology. A girl has more 
confidence and is more efficient if she can keep her
hair tidied, apply fresh lipstick and wash her hands 

several times a day.

9. Be tactful when 
issuing instructions or in 
making criticisms. Women are 
often sensitive; they can’t 
shrug off harsh words the way 
men do. Never ridicule a 
woman – it breaks here spirit 
and cuts off her efficiency.

10. Be reasonably considerate about using strong 
language around women. Even though a girl’s 
husband or father may swear vociferously, she’ll 
grow to dislike a place of business where she hears 
too much of this.

11. Get enough size variety in operator’s 
uniforms so that each girl can have a proper fit. This 
point can’t be stressed too much in keeping women 
happy.

Article: Transportation Magazine, 1943
Images: Australian War Memorial

“Give every girl an 
adequate number of rest 
periods during the day. 
You have to make some 
allowances for feminine 

psychology.”
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WHICH PRACTICE STRUCTURE 
IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Do you have the right structure to suit your 
needs?  Issues to consider include:

 Set up and running costs 
 Administrative simplicity
 Asset protection
 Ability to share income with lower taxed 

family members or related entities
 Regulatory requirements
 Ability to change ownership structure
 Capital gains tax consequences 

There are typically four types of practice structures:
 Sole Trader – An individual running a 

business as a self employed person
 Partnership – An association of two or more 

persons operating a business and sharing 
profits of that business

 Company – A separate legal entity with its 
own rights and liabilities.  It issues shares to 
its shareholders who have ownership of the 
company

 Trust – A trust is a separation of legal and 
beneficial ownership.  It is an obligation on a 
trustee to hold property for the benefit of 
others (beneficiaries).  

Sole Trader
Advantages

1. Inexpensive to establish and run
2. Easily understood
3. Total  control and ownership
4. Record keeping relatively easy
5. Obtain the 50% general capital gains tax 

(CGT) discount
6. Easily obtain small business CGT 

concessions
7. Business losses easily carried forward
8. As carrying on a business, can borrow to pay 

income tax (PAYGIS) and interest on 
borrowings is deductible 

Disadvantages
1. No asset protection 
2. No income splitting to lower taxed family 

members
3. Income assessed at own marginal rate 
4. Cannot get reduction from interest when 

borrowing to fund superannuation 
contributions 

5. No access to salary packaging/sacrificing 

Partnership
Advantages

1. Less costly to establish than a company or 
trust

2. Inexpensive to run
3. Easily understood
4. Flexibility provided in the partnership 

agreement via uneven partner distributions
5. Obtain the 50% general capital gains tax 

(CGT) discount
6. Easily obtain small business CGT 

concessions
7. Independent parties can be easily admitted as 

partners
8. Partnership losses “distributed” to partners to 

be offset against other income
9. Flexibility and asset protection can be 

obtained by using trusts as partners

Disadvantages
1. Partners are jointly and severally liable
2. Generally no asset protection
3. If partner gets into financial difficulty, the 

interest in the partnership is not protected 
and the assets of the business will vest in the 
trustee in bankruptcy

4. Income assessed at personal tax rates
5. Partners cannot be employed by the 

partnership for salary packaging purposes
6. Partners cannot claim a deduction for 

interest on borrowings to pay income tax or 
cannot borrow to fund superannuation 
contributions and get income tax deduction 
for interest on borrowings (like sole traders)

7. Shared decision making may create 
problems amongst decision makers

Company
Advantages

1. Separate legal entity
2. Asset protection to a certain degree
3. Taxpayers understand how they operate i.e. 

directors run the company and shareholders 
own it

4. Perpetual existence
5. Can employ and provide salary packaging 

and employer sponsored superannuation
6. Can easily admit or retire “partners” 

(shareholders) by transferring shares or 
issuing shares

7. 30% flat tax rate 
8. Business income profits can be retained and 

taxed at 30% 
9. Deduction for interest on borrowings to pay 

company tax, refinance shareholders’ loans/
equity and to pay employer superannuation 
contributions

Disadvantages
1. Complex to administer
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2. Regulated by the Corporations Act
3. More costly to establish and run 
4. 50% CGT discount not available
5. Accessing small business concessions more 

difficult
6. Cannot distribute company losses
7. Directors personally liable for company’s 

debts in certain circumstances
8. Costly to wind up

Trusts
Advantages

1. Ultimate asset protection when have 
corporate trustee

2. Less regulation than a company
3. Flexible distributions allow income splitting 

(provided personal exertion income)
4. Can employ principals and provide salary 

packaging and superannuation
5. 50% CGT discount available
6. Can still obtain small business CGT 

concessions
7. Able to stream income to minimize tax
8. Deduction for interest on borrowings to pay 

credit loan accounts to beneficiaries
9. Easier to unwind than a company
10. Control can easily be transferred by 

changing trustee and/or appointor

Disadvantages
1. Complex, few people understand how they 

work
2. Costly to establish and run
3. Losses trapped in trust
4. Complex to transfer losses to other trusts
5. No perpetual existence, normally wound up 

within 80 years
6. Major amendments to trust deed could 

reconstitute a resettlement for CGT and 
stamp duty purposes

Expert advice should be sought before selecting the 
type structure to practice under or restructuring your 
current structure.

The contents of this article are general in nature and 
are not advice that applies to any particular client 
situation. Whilst every care has been taken in 
preparing the article, specific advice should be 
obtained before proceeding with any suggestion or 
recommendation made.

By Caroline Poon
Director, Medical and Dental Accounting Pty Ltd.  
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VMWS Financial Evening
TOPICS: Family Trusts and Asset Protection

 The importance of asset protection
 Family trusts – are they right for you?

Managing your Mortgage
 Strategies and techniques

Plus Personal Insurances and General Question and Answer Session

DATE: Wednesday 11 June 2007

TIME: 7pm Registration
7.30 - 9.00pm Presentation
9.00-9.30pm Question & Answer Session

VENUE: St Vincents Hospital, Fitzroy
11th Floor Inpatient Services Building

PRESENTERS: Ms Caroline Poon, Chartered Accountant and Director of Medical & Dental Accounting.

Ms Jo Dawson, Authorised Representative of Hillross Financial Services, Chartered Accountant 
and Member of the Financial Planning Association.

THE PRESENTERS ARE AVAILABLE FOR COMPLIMENTARY ONE-ON-ONE MEETINGS TO DISCUSS YOUR 
FINANCIAL NEEDS.  THIS INVITATION IS OPEN TO ALL ATTENDEES.

Buffet style finger food and drinks (including wine) provided

This event is free; for catering purposes please RSVP by June 4th 2008 by email to
vic@afmw.org.au or SMS your details to 0416 456 316
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VMWS FIGHT LIKE A GIRL SELF-DEFENCE SEMINAR

On Sunday April 6 VMWS and Fight Like A Girl (FLAG) combined to teach 
medical women self defence tactics. Led by Adori Bubble, FLAG Chief 
Instructor, the seminar informed participants of the importance of eliminating 
the ‘freeze’ response to danger, and instead using the natural fight or fight 
responses to protect yourself in a life threatening situation. 

The best approach to danger is avoidance and getting out of a dangerous 
scenario whenever and wherever possible. Adori discussed and demonstrated 
techniques for avoiding or de-escalating dangerous scenarios, and participants 
practised avoiding their partner’s “harassment” and making a beeline out of the 
situation. 

Of course, there are times when a situation cannot be avoided or de-escalated. 
In these situations you need some skills to strike with to create an opportunity 
for you to get out and away. So Adori taught us a variety of open hand strikes, 
hammer fists, palm strikes, a variety of kicks and the usefulness of elbows and 
knees in close range altercations. We also learnt methods of using surrounding 
objects to assist in defence as improvised weapons or shields. After Adori’s 
descriptions of alternative uses we’ll never look at a pen or clipboard in quite 
the same way! 

Some participants found it initially difficult to adopt an “attacking” approach, 
rather than their usual nurturing, harm-averse role as a member of a caring 
profession, but once a life threatening scenario was laid on the line we found it 
much easier to consider our attacker as a series of vulnerable anatomical 
structures and to act accordingly! For safety’s sake our surgical registrar 
participants were paired together. They demonstrated their strong commitment 
to eliminating violence against women, repeatedly attacking the punching 
shields with deadly intent then apologising to their partner whenever they 
unleashed a “really good one”. 

We learnt how to release ourselves from 
a wrist hold, as well as learning that 
being in a wrist hold is not a bad thing –
yes, your attacker has temporarily 
immobilized one of your wrists, but 
they’ve also taken one of their hands out 
of the altercation. So you can choose to 
try to get that hand off your wrist, or 
alternatively you can put your head, 
your other arm/elbow/fist/fingers, and 
your two legs (with knees and feet!) to 
work instead. 

Adori’s demonstration of how to force 
someone to the ground using a simple 
finger hold was most impressive… and 

while we hope we’ll not have to use our skills in a life threatening situation 
any time soon, we certainly left feeling much more confident that they 
could respond effectively in such an event.

VMWS is committed to promoting practice safety and eliminating violence against women. Further 
VMWS/FLAG seminars will be organised based on demand. If you would like to be involved in the next class and 
learn effective self-defence techniques in a female friendly environment please email vic@afmw.org.au. For more 
information about regular classes run by Fight Like A Girl go to http://fightlikeagirl.com.au. 

“I liked learning to 
scream the words 

“BACK OFF” very, very 
loudly.”

“I like the simple idea 
of carrying a fake 

wallet and handing it 
over with impunity to 

avoid a fight.”

“Thank you so much 
for organizing 

the event.
 It was liberating!!”
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  GREAT STAFF
     HARD TO FIND, HARDER TO KEEP

As business owners we have all grappled with finding the right people to ensure we maintain a 
productive and enthusiastic Practice team. Finding the right people may well be the first step. However, 
it is what we do after we have found them that determines whether our people shine and respond to the 
challenges of everyday business and practice life. 

Irrespective of age, everyone wants and needs to feel valued. The following points offer ideas for strategies to 
ensure that we attract and retain the right people in the right job at the right time.

 Worthwhile work — who wants to work in a job where the role is not clear and they can’t see the 
relationship between what they are doing and what the practice is trying to achieve?

 A sense of direction — does the team know where the practice is going? Are they coming along for the 
ride?

 Useful Information - we all want to be kept informed. Is your communication strategy effective?

 Values — does your practice communicate the values of the practice to team members? Do these align with 
the values of individuals?

 Reward and Recognition — everyone seeks to be recognised for what they contribute. How do you 
reward and recognise people — this isn’t only about money.

 Feedback — we all seek feedback on how we are doing. We all like to hear positive comments. Sometimes 
we need advice and feedback on how to improve at the time when we need to improve — great managers don’t 
save this up for appraisals, they address it immediately.

 Development and Growth — is there a process to identify the development needs of all team members? 
Do you regularly undertake a training needs analysis and document training plans? Is succession planning part of 
your practice strategy?

VMWS and SED Consulting 
Practice Management Evening

Great Staff: Hard to get, Harder to keep
Time management and Team Work

On Wednesday August 6 Lisa Phelps and Vicki Hayward will 
share their practice management expertise and insight at 

the AMREP Education Centre, Alfred Hospital. 
Time: 7pm for 7:30pm

This event is free; for catering 
purposes Please RSVP by July 31, 
2008 by email to vic@afmw.org.au

or SMS your details to 0416 456 316
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 Working conditions — does the practice have strategies that offer flexible working conditions but still 
meet the needs of the business?

We often hear that there are differences between the Baby Boomers, Generation X and Generation Y. Whilst these 
groups may have differences, they all have one thing in common — all of us wish to work in an environment that 
is interesting and stimulating, we all seek to be recognised for our efforts and we all need to have our skills 
developed to be able to contribute the best we can to the business.

Having a staff member perform poorly or leave is costly. Having staff members who are not part of the team is 
also costly. Effective businesses know what motivates individuals and have strategies in place to encourage and 
reward great performance.

We become what we do repeatedly. Therefore excellence is not an act but a habit.  - Aristotle

Contact Lisa Phelps on 0418501835 or Vicki Hayward on 0407418081for more information.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A RURAL GENERAL PRACTITIONER
I begin my days early and alone with a run. On my return the dogs are eager for breakfast and the cat patiently 
waits her turn. The chickens need feeding and the humans are then considered! I am usually preparing the 
children’s school lunches when they wake; the house had been quiet and calm, bracing itself for things to come. 

Breakfast is noisy, messy and fun. How I ever succeed in getting 
them dressed in the mornings I can’t imagine, but by the time I 
need to leave to get to the hospital they are well on the way to 
looking like all the other pupils, the handicap of their mother’s 
profession not at all obvious.

The children attempt to wake their father and encourage him out of 
bed and on the path to delivering them to school while I make my 
way to the hospital to start the ward round. Ward rounds are never 
quick, and this is the beginning of my lateness!

I start my day’s appointments at around 9am. There is a continuous 
stream of patients, each with their challenges and delights! My 
children’s teacher, the local bank teller, the lady who serves me at the 
deli, a local policeman, children and more children all come through 
my door. Phone calls and general practitioner registrar enquiries 
interrupt the flow but it all works! No nursing home visits to-day, but 
a meeting after work of the hospital medical officers. Tomorrow 
night is immunization night at the local council so I need to confirm 
the details. I am not on call tonight so that is a bonus.

The sense of being an integral part of the community in which you live is incredibly gratifying and rewarding.

Thank goodness for my completely competent practice manager and 
reception staff.  Lyn, who cares for the children, is just as, if not 
more essential. Working women absolutely require a functional 
system for the care of their children.

The day comes to an end, once again there is peace; the opportunity 
to reflect and regenerate with my family. Who would wish to work 
in any other way?

By Dr Margaret Garde
Dr Margaret Garde is a General Practitioner in Portland, Western Victoria and is also currently the Director of 
Training of the Greater Green Triangle General Practice Education & Training.

Interested in becoming a rural General Practitioner? Check out the website of the Rural Workforce Agency 
of Victoria (RWAV) http://www.rwav.com.au/ for more information on the career pathway to becoming a 

rural General Practitioner.

“…they (my children) are 
well on the way to looking 
like all the other pupils, the 
handicap of their mother’s 

profession not at all 
obvious.”

“Working women absolutely 
require a functional system 

for the care of their 
children.”

“The sense of being an 
integral part of the 

community in which you 
live is incredibly gratifying 

and rewarding.”

When I go out into the countryside 
and see the sun and the green and everything flowering,

 I say to myself Yes indeed, all that belongs to me!

~Henri Rousseau
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MEDICAL WOMEN’S 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
WESTERN PACIFIC CONGRESS: 

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
The Organising Committee of the MWIA, Western Pacific 
Regional Congress 2008 invites you to submit an abstract(s) 
for consideration as an oral or poster presentation. Abstracts 
may be submitted under any of the following 6 themes:

1. The Environment & Health 
2. Impact of Violence/War/Terrorism on Women & 

Children 
3. Professional Issues for Women in Medicine 
4. Innovations in Health Promotion 
5. Infections & Vaccines 
6. Advocacy & Health Politics 

Abstracts should be no longer than 250 words. 
For more details, visit 
http://www.tourhosts.com.au/afmw2008/abstract.asp

Important Program Deadline Dates

Online Call for Abstracts – Now Open!            Closing Date for Abstract Submission – 18th July
Abstract Acceptance Notification – 15th August       Author/Early Bird Registration Deadline – 28th August 
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UNIFEM GOODWILL 
AMBASSADOR NICOLE 

KIDMAN AND LEADING UN 
OFFICIALS CALL FOR 

MILLIONS TO RAISE THEIR 
VOICES AGAINST VIOLENCE 

AGAINST WOMEN

News release from the United Nations Development 
Fund for Women (UNIFEM).

United Nations, New York — UNIFEM Goodwill 
Ambassador Nicole Kidman today called for 
millions of people to raise their voices against 
violence against women. "I know that there are 
millions around the world who care deeply about the 
issue — and I urge all of them to come on board," 
said the Academy Award–winning actress at a press 
conference at the United Nations that also included 
UN Deputy Secretary-General Asha-Rose Migiro, 
UNIFEM acting Executive Director Joanne Sandler, 
and Tim Wirth, President of the United Nations 
Foundation.

Nicole Kidman encouraged widespread participation 
in the Say NO to Violence against Women campaign 
(www.sayNOtoviolence.org), a global Internet-based 
advocacy initiative by UNIFEM, the United Nations 
Development Fund for Women. Nicole Kidman is 
the campaign's spokesperson. "I have been 
UNIFEM's Goodwill Ambassador for more than two 
years now and I have seen how being born a woman 
puts you at risk of the most appalling and widespread 
human rights violation of our time," said Ms. 
Kidman. "The Say NO campaign provides people all 
over the world with an opportunity to add their 
names to an ever-growing movement of people 
demanding that ending violence against women be 
made a top priority for governments around the 
world," she added.

UN Deputy Secretary-General Asha-Rose Migiro 
welcomed UNIFEM's Internet initiative as an 
important contribution to UN Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-moon's multi-year campaign on violence against 
women. "We need more of this and other initiatives 
throughout the UN system in the next years as we 

join together around the UN Secretary-General's 
campaign," she said. "By raising awareness, [the Say 
NO campaign] helps to make visible the hidden 
pandemic of our time. Violence against women is 
hidden in homes and schools and other places where 
women and girls should feel safe, but do not because 
too often they are abused by a family member. It is 
hidden in the billions of dollars earned by criminal 
networks from human trafficking, the third most 
lucrative illicit business in the world after arms and 
drugs, with some 80 percent of those trafficked 
women and children," added the UN Deputy 
Secretary-General. It is estimated that worldwide, 
one in three women will be beaten, coerced into sex 
or otherwise abused in her lifetime.

Joanne Sandler, UNIFEM Executive Director a.i., 
stressed the progress made and underscored the need 
to translate that progress into fully funded concrete 
programmes and services. "At least 89 countries 
have specific laws on domestic violence and more 
than 100 countries have made rape a crime. Yet, the 
violent crimes committed against women far too 
often go unpunished and the perpetrators walk free," 
she said. Sandler emphasized the need to scale up 
funding for the UNIFEM-managed United Nations 
Trust Fund to End Violence against Women, which 
provides financial support globally to innovative 
efforts that work. "Through the Trust Fund we have 
learned that strategic investments can protect women 
and prevent gender-based violence. Public spaces are 
being made safer for women in Argentina and Peru 
and in Rwanda, police have received training and 
motorbikes so that they can respond quickly to 
incidents of domestic violence," she said.
The Trust Fund receives requests well in excess of 
US$100 million annually, and while contributions 
are increasing — reaching a record high of US$15 
million for grants in 2008 — there is much more 
good work to be funded. UNIFEM's Say NO
campaign seeks additional resources for the Trust 
Fund as it builds public support and political will on 
the issue.

Participation by the private sector, working in 
tandem with the United Nations, is essential to build 
a strong coalition united to end violence against 
women. Corporations, nongovernmental 
organizations and foundations are joining forces with 
UNIFEM and supporting the UN Trust Fund, at 
times through the Say NO campaign. Mr. Tim Wirth, 
President of the United Nations Foundation, 
presenting to UNIFEM a US$100,000 contribution to 
the Trust Fund, said: "The UN Foundation issued a 
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challenge grant that donated $1 to each of the first 
100,000 signatures. We are very pleased to cut our 
check to the UN Trust Fund." Mr. Wirth called on 
others to join the more than 200,000 people who 
have already signed on. "We all must play a part," he 
added.

UNIFEM's Say NO initiative continues until 25 
November 2008, the internationally recognized day 
to eliminate violence against women, when UNIFEM 
will hand over the signatures to UN Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon in support of his global 
campaign.

Violence against women and girls 
continues unabated in every continent, 

country and culture. It takes a 
devastating toll on women’s lives, on 

their families, and on society as a whole. 
Most societies prohibit such violence —

yet the reality is that too often, it is 
covered up or tacitly condoned.

~ UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon,
 8 March 2007

VMWS SUPPORTS THE WHITE 
RIBBON FOUNDATION

We have recently added a page to the VMWS 
website expressing our support for the White 
Ribbon Foundation and providing information 
about White Ribbon Day (WRD), the 
International Day for the Elimination of 
Violence Against Women. WRD is held 
annually on 25 November. VMWS has
promoted this day since 2006 and has now 
formalized its support of this event, which aims 
to change community attitudes so that men and 
women have healthy relationships free of 
violence. It encourages men, supported by 
women, to take the lead in raising public 
awareness of the issue.

Violence against women. Do nothing to stop it 
and you may as well be lending a hand.
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The Victorian Medical Women's Society

Invites you to the annual

Lyceum Club Luncheon
Wednesday July 16th 2008,

The Lyceum Club, Ridgeway Place, Melbourne
12pm for 12:30pm start

“Enjoy an afternoon of fine dining and 
great company”

Free for VMWS members and $20 for non-members. 
Tickets and membership available at the door.

RSVP by Friday 4th July:

Email vic@afmw.org.au, SMS your details to 0416 456 316, 
or mail the form below to: The Secretariat, PO Box 202, East Melbourne 8002



RSVP – I will be attending the Lyceum Luncheon

Your name:___________________________________ Fax:_____________________________ 

Email:_____________________________        Mobile phone number:__________________________

 I will require transport to/ from the venue  I enclose payment

 I am a VMWS Member  I will pay on the day


